
football tables
RS#RS#

GOLD EDITION
by RAFAEL RODRÍGUEZ

The Gold Edition is a very special new collec-
tion offers a subtle and elegant combination of 
gold, metal and wood.
We’ve dressed the RS#2 and the RS#3 wood 
football table in a bespoke dinner suit. We’ve 
polished its bars, we’ve dressed the players 
in gold and silver chrome plating and we’ve 
plated the score counter, ball bearings, screws 
and other small parts of this great product in 
24k gold. It’s dressed up to the nines, with extra 
lustre and plenty of glamour. 
The RS#2 and the RS#3 wood Gold offer the 
same features and gameplay as all the other RS 
Barcelona football tables. Although these two 
Gold pieces look worthy of gracing an exhibi-
tion, their are football tables to be played with 
and enjoyed to the full, just like the rest of the 
range, but with a touch of sophistication.

“RS# Gold Edition,
24k gameplay”.



football tables
RS#RS#2

Dimensions:

Weight:

Materials:

Accessories:

Gross dimensions: Gross weight:

A

B

D

C

A - 59 in / 150 cm

218 lb / 99 kg

STRUCTURE: Stainless steel and polyester paint
FIELD: HPL
PLAYERS: Cast aluminium in gold and silver chrome 
plating 
HANDLES: Wood with polyester paint
24k GOLD PLATED DETAILS: the score counter,
ball bearings, screws and other small parts

Balls (7 units set) INCLUDED
2 Extra players INCLUDED
Protective PVC cover NOT INCLUDED
Flooring anchoring set NOT INCLUDED
Dining table set (oval or rectangular) NOT INCLUDED

62 x 50 x 20 in /
157 x 126 x 50 cm
(pallet included)

273 lb / 124 kg
(pallet included)

B- 38 in / 96,5 cm
C- 31 in / 79,5 cm
D- 51 in / 128cm

 
RS2G-1

VS

OUTDOOR INDOOR RAL 9005 24K GOLD PLATED DETAILS

GOLD EDITION

 
RS2G-2

VS

RAL 9016



football tables
RS#RS#3 wood

Dimensions:

Weight:

Materials:

Accessories:

Gross dimensions: Gross weight:

A

B

D

C

A - 59.5 in / 151 cm

159 lb / 72 kg

STRUCTURE: Steel with cataphoretic coating process 
with polyester paint
LEGS: Iroko wood
FIELD: HPL
PLAYERS: Cast aluminium
HANDLES: Iroko wood
24k GOLD PLATED DETAILS: the score counter,
ball bearings, screws and other small parts.

Balls (7 units set) INCLUDED

2 Extra players INCLUDED

Protective PVC cover NOT INCLUDED

Flooring anchoring set NOT INCLUDED

62 x 50 x 20 in /
157 x 126 x 50 cm
(pallet included)

218 lb / 99 kg
(pallet included)

B- 36 in / 92 cm
C- 34 in / 86 cm
D- 51 in / 128cm

GOLD EDITION

OUTDOOR INDOOR RAL 9005 24K GOLD PLATED DETAILS

 
RS3W-G
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RS#
GOLD EDITION

- 24 k gold plated score counter and players -- 24k gold plated detail -


